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ABSTRACT

The B-Y circular polarization correlation P  for the 2.41 MeV
Y

76
B transition of As has been measured as an average value over the

energy interval EB = 1.4 to 2.0 MeV at an average angle 0   = 158BY

degrees. Previous experimental data, this new value for P
Y , and

theoretical arguments are used to set limits on the nuclear matrix

elements and to investigate the diagonality of the Coulomb hamilton-

ian. The analysis shows that matrix elements which change the angular

momentum by 0, 1, and 2 units all contribute with approximately equal

strength to the transition. The matrix element analysis indicates

that the A3 term in P  is negligible compared to the Al term.  When

A3 is set equal to zero, the experimental data gives the following

value   for   P      : ,
Y

P (1.4 MeV <E  < 2.0 MeV  A.= 1800) = 0.105 * 0.02
y            B          ' -By
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I.  INTRODUCTION

There are six nuclear matrix elements which are usually dominant

in first forbidden beta transitions.  In addition finite nuclear size

' effects give  rise to higher order matrix elements other than those

12
arising from higher forbiddenness. '   In order to extract even the

six primary matrix elements, it is usually necessary to measure several

of the observables associated with the transition under study.  In

spite of this complexity, the possibility of experimentally measuring

the matrix elements of so many operators between the same two nuclear

states makes first forbidden B transitions particularly attractive in

nuclear structure studies.

76
The existing data on the 2.41-MeV B transition in As , exclusive

of the B-y circular polarization correlation P  , is not sufficient to
Y

determine the nuclear matrix elements. If, in addition to the existing

data, the 8-9 circular polarization correlation measured here is imposed,

it is possible to establish meaningful lilitits on the nuclear matrix

elements.

The conserved vector current (CVC) theory can be applied to first-

forbidden B decay to predict the ratio of two of the vector-type matrix

34
elements.  If the calculations of Fujita  and Eichler  are used, the

result is:

fZ
+     ACVc E (Wo * 2.5)p k 1.2 QZ (1)

f                -
for B  decay.  W  is the B transition energy; p and Z are the radius
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and charge of the daughter nucleus. Natural units. (i.e., h = c= m = 1)e

are used.  Fujita and Eichler assumed that the off diagonal elements of

the nuclear Coulomb hamiltonian could be neglected.

5
The more general approach of Damgaard and Winther  to the vector

matrix element ratio does not rely upon this approximation. Instead,

a realistic form for the Coulomb potential is proposed which leads to

the following· prediction for the vector matrix element ratio:

50
-,  =  Acvc E (Wo * 2.5)p & al2-(3-X)

,1'ir
0

A Ve * 9- (O.6-k) (2)

The parameter k is' the ratio of a higher-order matrix element to a first

order matrix element:

-2

fi f *
X =                                                        (3)I.

fir 

The correction term in equation 2 can be expressed in the following

form:

9 (0.6-k) =   i  <f Hc f'> <f'|i; i>
f' *f

1

-    I   (fli;Ii'> (i'  H li>-   (<fli    i>f               ·(4)
i'fi

Cl  J
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The final state |f> and the initial state |i> of the B transition are

members of tha complete set of states  f'> and  i'>, respectively.

If the off diagonal matri.x elements of the Coulomb hamiltonian <f H If'>CI

and <i' Hc i> are very small, the correction term can be neglected.

It is clear from equation 4 that X will be approximately 0.6 when the

contribution of the off diagonal elements of H  is small.  A complete
C

0
discussion of the formulas for A and A    can be found in reference 6.

CVC . UVE

The B-y angular correlation function for first-forbidden B

transitions has tlie following form:

N(W,e,S)   =  Ao(W)  +  SAl(W)   pl(e)  +  A2(W)   P2(0)  +  SA3(W)   P3(0)     (5)

W is the total energy of the B particle, and e is the angle between the

directions of emission of the B particle and gamma ray.  The helicity

factor, S, is +1 (-1) for right- (left-) circularly polarized photons.

The coefficients An(W) depend upon the nuclear matrix elements of the

  transition, and Pn(8) are the Legendre polynomials.

The B-y circular polarization correlation is given by:

p (w,8) = (6)
N(W,0,+1) - N(W,0,-1)

y        N(W,0,+1) + N(W,0,-1)

which with Equation (5) reduces to

Al(w) pice) + A3(w) p3(0)p (w,e) = (7)

Y           Ao(W) + A2(W).P2(8)
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The B-y circular polarization correlation was measured by the

method of forward compton scattering of the photons off polarized

78electrons in magnetized iron. .It can be shown '  that the observed

circular polarization effect is given by

C  -C
6=2 +

-

(8)
C  +C+ -

when C  and C  are the true B-y coincidence counting rates for two+ -
directions of the spin of the scattering electrons.  The observed effect

6 can be expressed in terms of the unknown parameters An(W) in the

following way:

SIAl(W)  +  e3Aj (W)
6= (9)

Ao(w) + f2A2(W)

The parameters £n are obtained by numerical integration over the

geometry of the experiment.  Solid angle corrections, average values

for P , and the circular polarization analyzer efficiency are all
n

combined in ·6 ·  In order to determine P  from 6 , the relative sizen                             Y

of Al to A3 and AO to A2 must be known.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The geometry of the coincidence counting and scattering apparatus

was such that the average angle between the gamma radiation and the

symmetry axis of the B detector was 158 degrees.  (See Figure 1 for a

schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.)  The equipment con-

sisted of the circular polarization analyzer magnet, the source chamber,

1

1
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the B- and y-detectors, the electronics necessary to analyze and store

the data, and an automatic counting and control system used to regulate

the gathering of the data.

The construction and operation of the cylindrical scattering magnet

9
have been discussed by Alexander . Detailed discussions of the rest

of the experimental apparatus  ha've been presented by Ohlms, Bosken  and

10
Simms     Certain improvements which have been made in the instrument

for the present measurement will be discussed below.

The photomultiplier tubes in the y- and B-detectors had to be

stabilized against gain shifts due to variations in counting rate and

magnetic field directions. This was accomplished with two Cosmic

Spectrastats (Model 1001, Cosmic Radiation Laboratory; Bellport, N.Y.)
.,

which controlled the voltage on the photomultiplier tubes.  The tube

voltages were varied so that a standard peak which the Spectrastat

viewed remained at a constant voltage during the experiment.

The stabilizing peak on the y side was the 122-keV y ray following

57          57
the decay of Co The Co source was attached directly to the Y de-

tector.  The stabilizing peak on the B side was obtained by placing

241a small (t" X t") crystal of NaI(Tl) doped with Am (an a-emitter)

in the light path from the plastic scintillator to the photocathode.

This "light pulser" provided a standard amount of light to the photo-

multiplier tube independent of the identity of the source in the B

chamber. previously this pulser had been faced away from the photo-

multiplier tube in order to more fully diffuse its light and uniformly

illuminate the photocathode.    Much  of the pulser' s light  was  lost  in

this way, making the effective energy of the stabilizing peak approximately

2 MeV.
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in order to study high-energy B decays it was necessary to

increase the effective energy of the pulser peak so that the pulser

would be easy to distinguish.  This was accomplished by facing the

NaI(Tl) can toward the photomultiplier tube and using a light pipe

between the pulser and the photocathode.  In this way the effective

energy  of the pulser .peak was increased to approximately  10  MeV,   well

above any B spectra of interest.  In addition, B particle energy

resolution did not suffer in this new configuration, as long as the

usual precautions were taken to minimize light loss.

The photomultiplier tube on the B side had formerly been placed

10
inside the source chamber The source chamber was shielded from

the magnet by large sheets of Netic and Co-Netic metal.  On both the

B and y detectors the electronic timing signals were taken from the

anodes of the photomultiplier tubes, while the linear signals for

energy analysis were taken from lower dynodes. Even though the in-

fluence of the changing magnetic field on the dynode signals was

negligible, there was a systematic magnetic field effect in the co-

incidence counting rates.  That is, the effect of the changing magnetic

field on the anode signals was measurably greater than its effect on

the dynode signals.  This difference in magnetic field sensitivity was

primarily due to the B detector.  In order to provide good stabilization

for both the timing and energy resolution pulse, we decided to integrate

the charge from the anode current pdlse and stabilize from the resulting

signal.

Stabilizing the photomultiplier tubes off the integrated timing

signals 8id reduce the magnetic field sensitivity of the instrument.
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However, the coincidence counting rates were still more sensitive to

the magnetic field than the single counting rate from the integrated

anode pulse.  The persistence of larger magnetic field sensitivity for

the timing signals compared to the integrated anode signal idplied that

the magnetic field was affecting the shape'of the anode current pulse

or the transit time in the photomultiplier tube but was not altering

the total charge delivered at the anode.

In an effort to cancel the magnetic field in the vicinity of the

B photomultiplier tube, a compensating coil wired in parallel with the

magnet was tried on the B detector.  A similar coil was already in use

on the y detector.  However, due to the different geometries of the

two detectors, the B compensating coil was not as effective as the y

compensating coil.

The final solution to the magnetic field sensitivity problem was

to move the B photomultiplier tube farther away from the scattering

magnet by inserting a six inch light pipe. The light pipe also permitted

us to provide better magnetic shielding for the photomultiplier tube

(Netic and Co-Netic foils were used). In the previous B detector con-

10
figuration the B energy resolution was 15% FWHM·for 624 keV conversion

electrons.  With the 6 inch light pipe the resolution was 17% .

In its final form the stabilizing system was very effective.

There was no appreciable change in the gain of the B detector when

45the B counting rate was changed from 10  to 5 x 10  counts per second.

The changes  in B  and y single counting rates  as a function of the magnetic

field were typically 0.02%.  The average deviations of the single

counting rates were typically 0.1% .
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The coincidence counting rate sensitivity was tested by replacing

the usual collimators with a lead shield which permitted y rays to go

directly to the y detector but prevented y rays from scattering from

the magnet into the y detector.  The y detector was left in its usual

position so that the effect of the magnetic field would be the same as

during the experiment.  With this arrangement 8 was found to be con-

sistent with zero as expected:

6 = - 0.00004 k 0.0006 .

The efficiency parameters e  introduced in equation 9 were calcu-
n

1lated with a computer using the method discussed by Schopper .  The

10
accuracy of the computer program has been checked previously   by

calculating and measuring the efficiency for the y rays following the

60
B decay of Co  .  In the present experiment a larger angular spread was

used at the entrance to the analyzing magnet to increase the data

60
collection rate, so P  was again measured for Co to check the program

Y

for these new conditions.  The result for the experimental value of

61 was

-3 <6/(v/c)  = €1 = - 0·0495 & 0.0054

(61 is a negative number because it contains <Pl(0)>.)

The calculated value of e  was
1

al = - 0.051 * 0.004

The major source of uncertainty in the calculated value of 6  comes

from the uncertainty in the fraction f of polarized electrons in the

1
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scattering magnet.  [f = (6.5.* 0.3)%1 .. Since there is good agreement

between the experimental and calculated efficiency in the new and old

geometry, the computer program can be used with confidence to calculate

76
e  for As The results aren

el = - 0.039.f
0.003 6  = 0.75 a 0.03

e3 = - 0.023 & 0.00172

76        60
The efficiency El is lower for As   than Co   because of the lower y

76
ray energy of As Since the average entrance angle to the magnet

(1580) is quite different from lgO', 63 is appreciably smaller than 51 .

76
As was obtained weekly and a new source was prepared daily.

The arsenic was dissolved in hydrochloric acid, making the isotopic

form a liquid at room temperature.  In order to convert the arsenic

chloride into a form which would precipitate on evaporation, nitric

acid was added to the radioactive solution before evaporation, and the

resultant solution was concentrated by boiling.  In this way arsenic

pentoxide was formed which crystallized under heat evaporation.  Each

source was prepared by placing drops of the radioactive As 205 solution

onto a thin gold film which had been deposited by vacuum evaporation

on  -mil'mylar.  Then the drops were evaporated to dryness. The

radioactive deposits were restricted to a 2 inch diameter circle.

The sources prepared at the end of the week were much thicker

than the sources prepared immediately after receiving fresh material.

The amount of As on the source varied from 0.05 mg to 0.7 mg. Of

course, sources prepared by evaporation to dryness are not uniform,

so it was not possible to calculate the source thickness.  However,we

did not expect the source thickness to distort the data since the  B

t-
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particle energy was so large.  When the final results were examined,

there was no statistically significant change in 6 as a function of

the source thickness.

During the measurements the magnetic field was reversed every 10

minutes. ' Even though this period is short compared to the half life of

the source (26.5 hrs), it was still necessary to carefully correct for

the decay of the source in order to be able to check the stability of

the equipment accurately.  The average strength of the source during

each 10 minute measurement and the change in the true to chance coinci-

dence ratio were included in the corrections.                   '

60During the calibration run on Co P  was measured as a function
Y

of the B particle energy in a manner identical to that described in

reference 10.  Observing the energy dependepce as well as the magnitude

of P  provides. an additional check on the performance of the instrument.
Y

A different mode of operation was used when the circular polari-

76
zation correlation of As was measured. It is clear from the partial

76
decay scheme for As shown in Figure 2 that the 1.76 MeV B transition

limits the energy range for which measurements can be made on the 2.41

MeV. transition.  Furthermore, an analysis using the other experimental

observables showed that the energy dependence of P  was likely to be
Y

76small in the available energy region. Therefore, for the As measure-

ments, a single channel analyzer was set to accept electrons in the

energy interval from 1.4 to 2.0 MeV.  Less than 5% of the coincidence

events in this interval were due to the 1.76 MeV transition. (A second

window was set from 2.0 to 2.4 MeV, but the number of events in this

interval was too small to yield usable statistical accuracy for the
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.matrix element· extraction.)

One of the major advantages of the electronic system used in

the experiment is that it can collect data rapidly since it will

accept very.high B single counting rates (up. to 106 counts/second).

However, this capability cannot be used if the source strength is

limited by the true-to-chance coincidence ratio. The true-to-chance

coincidence ratio is low in the experiment because of the 2.97 MeV

transition to the ground state.  This problem was overcome by using

a time to amplitude converter (TAC) to record the B-y coincidences.

The TAC output was routed to alternate halves of a multichannel

analyzer by the magnet control system.  The number of true coincidences

could be accurately determined by using the complete TAC spectrum

to correct for the chance coincidence events.  The full width at

half maximum of the true coincidence peak was 3.7 nsec.

The, following result was obtained for the circular polarization

parameter 6 :

6= 0.0041 & 0.0008

for 1.4 MeV <E  < 2.0 MeV. <0  ) = 158' .  The uncertainty is pri-
B BY'

marily statistical with a small contribution from the. uncertainty in

the efficiency.

III. Matrix Element Extraction

The following data was used to set limits on the nuclear

matrix'elements: the circular polarization obtained in the present

11
experiment, the B-y directional correlation of Fischbeck and Newsome

[
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12
and Raghavan, Grabowski, and Steffen  , the nuclear orientation results

13                                             14
of Pipkin, Bradley, and Simpson  , and the 0 spectrum shape of Nagarajan

This experimental data is not adequate to give an unambiguous set of

nuclear matrix elements.  Therefore)in the following presentation of

the results, theoretical arguments are given which show that one type

of solution is much more likely to be correct than the other possibili-

ties.

The details of the matrix element extraction have been published

2,6                                                 15
previously . Exact electron radial wave functions were used , and

16
the effect of screening by atomic electrons was included     The most

distinctive feature of the analysis is the procedure used to include

higher order matrix elements.  The most important higher order matrix

element parameters are x' and u' because these parameters occur in Y

with a relatively large coefficient (d = -0.185, see Table 1).  The

parameter X which occurs in the theoretical expression for the vector

matrix element ratio A (Equation  2) is equal  to  x' /x . Therefore; a-EVC

restriction can be placed on the higher order matrix element x' by

requiring that the experimental value A and the theoretical value
exp

A    of the vector matrix element ratio agree.CVC

A    = D'yo/xexp

Reguiring agreement with the Damgaard and Winther value for A    is
CVC

very different from requiring agreement with the Fujita-Eichler value

for A(vc ·  Fujita and Eichler assumed that the Coulomb hamiltonian

was diagonal.  The procedure used here makes no assumption about the

contribution of the off diagonal elements of the Coulomb hamiltonian.

2
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The only restriction is that the contribution be the same in A and
CVC

in the 0 observables.

A complete derivation for A is given in reference 6. The CVC
CVC

theory has been tested experimentally so the primary question about the

derivation is whether or not the assumed form of the Coulomb potential

is adequate.  Fayans and Khodel have discussed the effect on the Coulomb

potential of including quasi-particle interactions.  In their first

17
paper they suggested that the potential used by Damgaard and Winther

was not adequate. Howeverj after including further refinements, these

18
authors later concluded that the simple potential used by Damgaard

and.Winther was correct.

19                         86
There is also experimental evidence . from an analysis of Rb

for the validity of the Damgaard and Winther expression for A
CVC .

When the value of k was adjusted so that some acceptable matrix element

sets had A equal to A . then the experimental data excluded any
exp CVC '

set of matrix elementsfor which A    and A did not agree to within
exp .Evc

20%. This agreement between A    and A occurred for reasonable
exp .tvc

values of 1(-0.6 <X< 0.8).

76In the present analysis of As the existing experimental data

is not sufficient to set good limits of error on the matrix elements.

Therefore,we have analyzed the data using the restriction that A
exp

must agree with A to within 20%. This restriction seems quite''CVC

reasonable considering the theoretical and experimental evidence for

the Damgaard and Winther expression for A
CVC .

The operators in the matrix elements u and x and in u' and x'

have the same radial dependence. Thus it is reasonable to expect that
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u'/u will have .approximately the same value as x'/x .

U'/U  0  X'/x            k

With this assumption the parameter X can also be used to make an

accurate estimate of the contribution of u' to the B decay.

The contribution of the higher order parametersy', w', and z'

is less important because they enter the formulas with a small

coefficient (a = -0.029).  Nevertheless, the results are quoted for

y0,,w0, and z0 not y, w, and z to make clear that there are small

contributions from y', w', and z'. In unusual cases the distinction                '

between. y  and y could be important.  The experimental value of the

vector matrix element ratio is A = D'y /x , and the theoreticalexp

value is A = D'y/x .  If it is possible for y' to be much larger
Evc

than y, then it is difficult to compare A and A The higher
exp CVC I

order parameters s', r', and t' have even smaller coefficients so they

are completely neglected.

In summary, the procedure is to vary k and accept all sets of

matrix elements which agree with the experimental data and have a

value of A which agrees with A to within 20%. The experimental
exp CVC

data places a restriction on the range over which .k must be varied.

If X is outside the range -2 to +3, A does not agree with A for
exp CVC

76
As

In order to demonstrate the improvement that can be made by

using A . the analysis was performed with and without a restriction
'rvc '

on A .  Three typical sets of matrix element parameters are shown
exp

in Table 2.  In each of the sets, the contribution of the higher order

matrix elements was assumed to be x'/x = u'/u = 0.6 . The theoretical
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value of A is 0.34 when k = 0.6 . A for set 1 is in good agree-CVC exp

ment with A . while for sets 2 and 3 A is much too low.  There isCVC exp

a second reason for rejecting sets similar to 2 and 3.  In both cases

w  is much greater than V. Even though it is possible for w and v
0

to cancel so that the combination V is smaller than the individual

matrix elements, such a large cancellation in V is very unlikely.

A more complete picture of the effect of using A is shown in
CVC

Table 3.  The definition of the parameters is given in Table 1.

Limits of uncertainty on the matrix elements are shown with a 20%

restriction on A and with no restriction on A .  When A    is
exp exp EVC

used the limits are valid for all acceptable values of X.  However,

when A was not used the contribution of x' and u' was fixed at 0.6.*Evc

The uncertainties for the analysis without A_ would have been evenEvc

larger if the contribution of x' and u' had been varied.

The advantages of using A in the analysis are evident.  Much
EVC

better limits can be set on the matrix elements, the most important

higher order matrix elements x' and u' can be included in the analysis,

and additional nuclear structure information can be obtained by

setting limits on the ratio k of two of the radial matrix elements.

IV. DISCUSSION

In order to interpret the results presented in Table 3, it is

important to recognize that there is a strong correlation among the

matrix elements.  The true value for a particular matrix element may

be anywhere within the range of uncertainty quoted.  However,when one

matrix element is fixed at a particular value, the experimental data
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would usually set limits of uncertainty on the other matrix elements

which would be much smaller than the limits given here.  Therefore,

when a nuclear model is tested, it is not sufficient that the theoretical

matrix elements lie within the quoted limits.  .The theoretical matrix

elements must predict observables which are·consistent with the experi-

mental data.

As a further example of the interplay among the matrix elements,

it is not necessarily valid to assume that the matrix element Bz  has

the maximum size its limits permit while all of the other matrix elements

have their minimum possible sizes.

The most probable value of a matrix element is the value which

occurs most frequently in the analysis. (This argument has been pre-

sented in detail in reference 2). The most probable values when A
exp

is restricted are given in Table 3. The normalization is such that the

maximum physical size of a radial matrix element is /2 .  The maximum

expected size of a relativistic matrix element is approximately a

76factor of 10 smaller.  All of the matrix elements of As are reduced

by an order of magnitude from their maximum possible size. The con-

tribution of.the BJ = 0, 1, and 2 matrix elements are approximately

equal.  This result is not even in qualitative agreement with the

general prediction of the shell model that the B...matrix element (nz)
1J

will be dominant in nonunique first forbidden transitions. As is

usually the case, the data cannot set good limits on nw  because the
0

experimental observables are insensitive to this parameter.

When the matrix elements must be in a very restricted range

in order to make A    and A agree for a particular value of X ,exp 'SVC

1
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then that k is not likely to be the true value.  When there is a

different A for which A and A agree for a large range of matrix
exp .UVC

elements, one of these matrix element sets is·likely to be the correct

set.     Thereforej the most probable value  of  k is taken  as the point where

agreement between A and A is least sensitive to the exact size of
exp CVC

the matrix elements. The result of X = 0.8 indicates that the contri-

bution of the off diagonal matrix elements of the Coulomb hamiltonian

is small.  However, a large contribution cannot be excluded.

As was noted in the introduction, the circular polarization P
Y

cannot be determined from the observed effect 6 unless the correlation

coefficients Al' A2' and A3 are known.   A2 is known experimentally.

In all of the sets which met the restriction on Aexp ' Al was much

larger than Ai .  Thereforej A3 was set equal to zero, and P  was deter-

mined from 6 by using equations 7 and 9 .

P (1.4 MeV <E  < 2.0 MeV ,e - 1800) = + 0.105 * 0.02
y           B             By

The analysis also shows the importance of using 6 rather than P
Y

in the matrix element extraction. Sets similar to 2 and 3 in Table 2

frequently had values of A3 which were larger than Al.  For such a

set, the P  consistent with 6 would be larger because 63 is less than
Y

61 '

We have also investigated the possibility of performing additional

experiments which could set better limits of error on the matrix elements

and also confirm the theoretical predictions which have been used in

the present analysis. The two experimental observables which would be

most useful are the beta spectrum shape correction factor C(W) and the
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B energy dependence of P  .  The theoretical values of P (W) and C(W)
Y                                  Y

for sets 2 and 3 are different from the theoretical values for set 1.

Howeveg it would be quite difficult to obtain sufficient experimental

accuracy to distinguish between the sets.  C(W) would have to be

measured with at least 1.5% accuracy in the energy interval from E  =
B

1.7 MeV to 2.2 MeV, or C(W) would have to be measured with at least 2.5%

accuracy from E  = 1.0 MeV to 2.2 MeV. In order to measure P (W) withB                                                                           Y
sufficient accuracy it would take approximately one year with our

instrument which·accumulates data very rapidly.  Unfortunatelb neither

measurement would confirm the theoretical prediction that A must be
exp

approximately equal to A Since there are two good theoretical
CVC .

reasons for excluding sets similar to 2 and 3, further measurements on

C(W) and P (W) do not appear to be worthwhile.  The nuclear matrix
Y

elements are even less sensitive to the nuclear origntation and 0-7

directional correlation parameters, so there appear to be no additional

experiments which would really be useful.

The authors would like to express their appreciation to Mr.

J. S. Schweitzer·for his assistance in the matrix element analysis.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1.  Schematic diagram of the detector and scattering magnet geometry.

76
2.  Partial decay scheme for As
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Table 1. Definition of Matrix Element Para-meters

For AJ = 0
.

DV
D'vo + D(w + dw')

C

D'v =  A' f
71 ·' 75

C   = .7w   = -A f i. gir
44  P

C " " 2A p a.r ir

w'                -iF    J     i   -7-     l   - )

3
w+ -a w'

5
W

0 1+a

For AJ = 1

DY-=   D'y     -   D[(x  +   dx')   +   (u  +   d u' )1

C

D'y=  -       01
V -

71 f

C 2V n-t r·
D ' Y=    N    J   Q   |    .

y =Y+ay'
0     1+a

C -*

V P r.
x  = -il j i .P
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Table 1. (contd.)

I - CV,C- -+  2
·                                                                                                         r     ,r i

x  -    · i-  -:n.    1         p   i  p i

6  -Il-I
u    = -A f fIEE

n '; P

C- -      2
u,  = -A raMr / r

TI J p( pi

For AJ = 2

C{B
z   --A 3 i -11

TI ...'   P

C  ,-   B     .2
Z -   -A·   \   i    ---il    i I\

z + f „,
Z =
0 41 +-a

5

1

D   = 3 at Z + Wop

1 2 07 Z
d   = - - · - - a(3D + 32 qp)<5D l. z

a     -t L(wp +4 «z)2 -0  1

:F
where  Z=E |Z| for B  decay
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Table 2.  Typical matrix element parameter sets.

AJ-0         t         AJ= 1 ;A J=  2

Set     V      w     1  Y      D'y      x     u    1  z       X      A0 'to: exp
1

1 -0.622 -2.86  1 -0.266 -0.176 -0.577  -0.433   1.0    0.6     .31

2     0.0706  -12.0     0.284   0.0526   0.297  -0.220   1.0    0.6     .18
1                                                        1

3 -1.31 42.1  ' 0.979 0.647 4.87 -1.16  1 1.0 0.6 .13
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Table 3.  Results for the nuclear matrix elements of the

76
2.41 MeV transition in As The definition of

the parameter is given in Tabel 1.

D = 0.149 4 = -0.185 a= - 0.029 p = 0.0129

Matrix Elements Results with Results without

A        = A           & 20% using  Aexp -CVC .Evc

+ 0.007
11V            -0.04 - 0.001 -0.01 k .035

Tlwo                  0  & 0.3                   0  &  1

+ 0.018
ly               -0.017 - 0.011 0 k 0.03

+ 0.008

nD'Yo -0.012 - 0.010 0  & 0.025

+ 0.025
Nx              -0.038 - 0.017 0.02 &  0.075

+ 0.052
Au                                                   -0.0 2 8     - 0.064 -0.036 a 0.07

+ 0.030
Az              +0.065 - 0.010 0.073* 0.060

+ 2.2
X 0.8 - 2.8
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LEAD  
MAGNETIZING COILS

IRON .%.
0                                                    ..

.

PLASTIC
B-DETECTOR

PHOTOMULTIPLIER 1-I - - .-'

1-\ - - .-' .-'

MAGNETIC C
 COLLIMATOR    8888 \ SHIELD / LUCITE LIGHT PIPE

J /   LIGHT            1580      
.,                      pul-s,z   1(imf

. i          / .91.<LUCITE LIGHT 130 NaI(TZ)-y-DETECTORR T.PIPE MAGNETIC
- - .-' - SHIELD
.- .-' - -

T SOURCE
SOURCE /
CHAMBER

A-1                                       1
1  1 NCH
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N

26.5h 2-
A76

33 S43

7% 1.76  MeV        
35% 2.41 MeV
53% 2.97 MeV 2+  1.22 MeV

'                  2+  0.559 MeV

,   O+
s 76

34   e 42


